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After a decade of dormancy, there Is suddenly great interest among educators and

policy-makers in public school finance, spawned by: stmessfti court decisions in several
states overturning existing state public school finance formulas, and knelementincl exiremelY
unpopWar legislative solutions; a popular book alleging more severeeducation segregation

than in 1954, congressional proposals for school finance studies; national education goals
adopted by the President and state governors; and the financial exigencies of a prolonged

recession. This paper expicrres the disparity between the types of school finance questions
that have been recently raised by these developments, and the ability of any national data
collection based upon existing state administrative records to address those questions. The

paper examines a proposal for new coliection mechanisms and the collection of extra-
ordinary fiscal data compared with extant collections, and assesses the improvement In the

ability to answer policy-analytic questions,

I. The origins of a renewed Interest In school finance

In the 1980s, school finance research and data seemed to have matured into an arcane and obscure

academic discipline, with public interest dormant. Public attention in school finance rose briefly In 1978 with

the tax limitation movement, Proposition 13 ki California, which limited local property taxes, including those

for public school districts. Public attention sporadically focused upon school finance litigation alleging

unequitable school district per-pupa expenditures within a state, but with little real concern: New York,
Maryland, and Ohio all had their state school funding systems ruled constitutional, while only states of low

per capita income, such as Arkansas and West Virginia, had state courts overturn the state funding systems

for public education (CCSSO, 1990: 8). Adding to public apathy, some court cases took almost a decade
to proceed through the courts to the state supreme court in addition to the lack of interest of the public,
two primary sponsors of school finance studies, the Ford Foundation and the National institute of Education,

declined to continue funding fiscal research after 1981 (Barro, 1987, p. 2).

In stark contrast to this picture of little interest In school finance, by 1992 five events have coalesced

to renew public and private Interest in schod finance: successful court challenges in 1989 and 1990 in

several states to existing state public school finance formulas, using a strategy of new types of evidentiary

data; a popular book alleging more severe racial segregation with concomitant financial deprivation in public

education than existed in the nation in 1954; congressional proposals for public school financial studies;
the announcement by the President and state governors of national public education goals ; and the

financial exigencies of a prolonged recession that began in 1990. Each of these events contributed to a
renewed interest in school finance, and are explored below.

A. State court decisions overturning state public school funding formulas.

Presently, 23 states find their public school financing formulas under legal attack (Hickrod, 1991).

Ordinarily, such challenges were, in the past, not considered formidable by state policy analysts, as they

often took at least a decade before being heard by the state supreme court, and, about half the time,
resulted in the affirmation of the existing system. However, the finding of the New Jersey Supreme Court

In 1990 that that state's school finance formula violated the state constitution heralded a new era of school

finance cases, In which formulas specifically created to remedy a prior court decision of Inequity might be
overturned within a few years, if the new formula proved modesfly unsuccessful. The New Jersey decision

was preceded by courts in Texas (1989) and Kentucky (1990) declaring their systems Invalid. These new
precedent-setting cases made defeat of formulas thought to be challenge-proof much more probable by the
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highest state court declaring the formida's operation in violation of the state constitution, and requiring a far

more school finance data than ever before requested. The current status of challenges to state school

finance formtdas appears in Figure 1.

Figure 1

New Jersey is a very wealthy state, with the second highest per capita personal income in 1989, and

a 1986 gross state product per school-age chkIthat ranks sbdh highest (CCSSO, 1990). New Jerseys state

average per pupil current expenditure ot $7,991 is only below that of Alaska, D.C., and New York (NCES,

1992). In the ataLy. Burke state supreme court decision, plaintiffs' allegations were that certain urban
school districts (Camden, East Orange, Irvington, and Jersey City) did not provide equal educational
opportunity for students in their school districts as a result of Inadequate state funding. In 1975, the New
Jersey Supreme Court had overturned the state's funding system (Robinson v. Cahill), only to have the

plaintiffs return to court in 1981, again alleging insufficiency.

The breadth of the evidentiary data presented to the court in 1989 and 1990 Is impressive,
particularly in comparison to challenges brought only a few years before. The plaintiffs' interrogatories in
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Ai= for example, sought Information about school districts that wort well beyond the traditional basis
of court cases that only pointed to disparities in school district current expenditure per pupil and property
wealth per pupl. Evidence presented in the mut case included school district: education and municipal

tax rates; fiscal capacity, Le., the abnity to raise more money for education if It so desired; the age and

condition of the fealties and school site; the costs of providing educational services, including teachers'

salaries and benefits; additional state aid for studeas with special educational needs; the types of
educational programs offered by school districts; socioeconomic status (SES); and student demographics

and outcomes.

To provide much of this evidentiary data, the New Jersey state department of education had to
supplement its routine administrative data base with special studies undertaken by conadtants hired from

outside the state.' The litigants emphasized disparate school district tax rates, expenditures, school

programs and fealties, and student outcomes, accompanied by differences in school district SES. The state
defendants challenged the plaintiff claims of a nexus b*Aween school district spending arnc student
outcomes, but were unsuccessful. The court Med that the state had to provide the financing for the lowest

SES school districts to spend, on average, what the Nghest SES school districts spend.

In enacting the Quality Education Act (OEA) of 1990, New Jersey had to budget an additional one
billion dollars to provide for the court decision. The enactment d state taxes sufficient to fund the OEA
created one of the more memorable tax revolts ki New Jersey history (WSJ, 1990). As a result of a radio
call-in show, citizens opposing the new taxes formed a anti-tax group called 'Hands across New Jersey' and
obtained more than 400,060 signatures demanding repeal of the new taxes. A Democratic majority in both
houses of the state legislature was replaced by a Republican majority. No longer was the public in a state

unaware and indifferent to school finance.

Unlike the school finance cases of the 1980s, which passed almost wfthout public notice, the Texas,

Kentucky and Texas court decisions overturning the state public school financing system became very

visible to the public of each state through Increased taxes. The legislatively derived solutions for each of
these court decisions have been almost uniforMy unpopdar with the public of each state.

B. A popular book alleges racial discrimination In financing public schools.

The success and speedy nature of these court challenges to state school financing systems has

spurred the interest of educational reform authors. A nonfiction book was written in 1991 by a nationally

renowned author and commentator on American education, Jonathan Kozo!, and is attracting a wide,

sympathetic audience. Savage ineaualities quotes students, staff and parents from school districts that

Kozol asserts maintain the worst school buildings and conduct theworst educational programs in the nation

(Kozol, 1991). Most of the districts have high concentrations of minority students and low expenditures per

pupil (East St. Louis, New York City, San Antonio, Chicago, Camden). Since interviews In similarly situated

school districts which maintain adequate or laudatory facilities and educational programs are not presented,

the reader cannot fall to assume that the description applies throughout the nation. Indeed, Kozol contends
the public schools In America are not only segregated and unequal, but '... In many cases, are more
segregated and less equal than in 1954' (emphasis his). No one can read the book and fail to be
emotionally moved to remedy the conditions described.

School [in East St. Louis] is resumed the following morning at the high
school, but a few days later the [sewage] overflow recurs. This time the
entire system is affected, since the meals distributed to every student in the
city are prepared in the two schools that have been flooded. School is

1 The author was Supervisor of School Finance Research in th New Jersey Department of Education from 1988-1981.
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called off for all 16,500 studerts in the &strict (p.23). ... In the same week,
the schools announce the layoff of 280 teachers, 166 cooks and cafeteria
workers, 25 teacher aides, 16 custodians and 18 painters, electricians,
engineers and plumbers... teachers are running calt of chalk and paper,
and their paychecks are arriving two weeks late (p.24).

C. Congressional proposals for school finance studies.

Congressional action has both preceded national attention and paralledled the success of the state

court decisions. Legislatim was introduced into Congress which requested national studies of the issues

raised in the Texas, Kentucky, and New Jersey coot decisbns. Accompanying the °Fair Chance Acts was

a Congressional Research Study (Riddle, 1990) that assessed school district expenditure equitywithin each

state, identifying those states that are inequitable on two measures (see Table 1). The 'Fair Chance Act"
proposed denying federal education funds to states determined tohave inequitable financing of expenditures

untft the states remedied the expenditure Inequity found. in addition, the hearings for the legislation provided

a media forum in which to alert the nation to the problem.

Table 1

States with inecpritabie Scheel District Expenditures
(on two equity measures, by organizational type)

anon
Montana

Missouri
New York

(on one equity measure, by organizational type)

fittnenimal
New Hampshire
New Jersey

2mogerylc_nZaktqa

Massachusetts
Montana

Unified School Districts
Alaska
Michigan
Ohio
Pennsylvania
Texas
Wyoming

Source: Wayne Riede, "Elementary and Secondary Education Expenditure
Dispwtties Within the Stales', Congrassional Research Service, The Library of

Congress, May 0, 1990, p. 13.
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Recently, Mr. Mee, D-Mich., proposed an amendment to H.R. 3320, the Neighborhood Schools
improvement Act (See Table 2). In ackiltion to the provisions hi H.R. 3320, the amendment provides for a
detailed description of each slate's sthool finance program; for NMS to review these data to determine
adherence to the standard definitions and any corrective analysis necessary to achieve consistency in these

data; and to submit these data to the National Academy of Sciences for policy analysis, particularly
regarding the disparities in educational expenditures, and the reasons for such disparities among LEAS both

within and among states.2

The Riddle equity study and the Fair Chance Act recreated the traditional, often unsuccessful school
finance evidentiary data presented in court cases prior to Atm to challenge the constitutionality of a state

school funding system. However, the data requested In the amendment to H.R. 3320 represents the

expansion of evidentiary data first introduced with success in the New Jersey school finance challenge.

Table 2

The amendment mandates that each slate which receives funds under HR. 3320:

"shall submit to the Secretary a biennial report on revenues
available to, and expendtures by, each local educational
agency hi the state during the second precetang year. This

report shaff be developed in accordance with data
definitions developed and pubb3bed by the National Canhit
for &Wilton Statistics, and shall Include at least the
following kdormation for each local educationai agency
within the Stab -

(A) SOWCOS of revenues, Identified by Wel of Government
and type in the case of taxes;
(13) tax aSSEISSITWIT rates, poNcles, and practices;
(C) types of educational services offered;
(0) puph ervokment, average daily athindance, and average
daffy membership;
(E) demographic Information on student population;
(F) type and responsibafties of each LEA, Inciuding a
description of grade levels served;
(G) age and concetion of facilities, Inclurfing the percent of
budget expended for meinhtnance mid operation;
(H) ablilty of the LEA to raise additional revenues; and
(I) coals of providng elementary and secondary education
services.*

D. The adoption of America Education Goals.

On September 27 and 28, 1989, at the University of Virginia in Charlottesville, the President hed an

education summit with the nation's governors, and agreed to:

2 On 2/26192, Mr. /Odes and Mr. Ford (also of Michigan) introduced a replacement bill, H.R. 4323, with some modifications

to the financial variables to be collected in a nationwide study.
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establish a process for setting national education goals; seek greater
flexibility and enhanced accotxdability in the use of federal resources to
meet the goals, through both regtdatoty and legislative changes;
undertake a major state-by state effort to restructure our education system;
and report annually on progress In achieving our goals (America 2000 -

73).

On April 18, 1991, the Preskient outlined a national education strategy which announced six
ambitious education goals (See Table 3).

Table 3

America's Ecluoallon Goals

1. By the yeer 2000, all chlldren in America will start school
ready to loam.

2. By the yrir 2000, the high school graduation rata will

Increase to at least 90 percent

3. By the yew 2000, American students will leave grades
four, eight, arid twelve having demonstrated conipetency in
challenging subject matter inducting English, mathematics,
science, hisbry, and geography; and every school in
America ensure that all students learn to use their minds
well, so they may be prepwed tor responsible employment
in our modern economy.

4. By the livr 2000, U.S. Students will be first in the world
in science and mathematics achievement

5. By the yew 2000, every adult American will be Wanda
and will possess the knowledge and skills necessary to
compete in a globei economy and exercise the rights and
responsibilities of citizenship.

6. By the yew 2000, every school in America will be free of
dTugs and violence and will offer a disckiltned environment
conducive to fawning.

The adoption by the President and governors of America's Education Goals to be achieved by the

year 2000 has created media and public interest in progress toward these goals. Since the announcement

of America's Education Goals, a commission has been formed to devise a means to measure progress

toward each goal.

To date there has been no public discussion of what the current levei of spending for teaching, for

example, geography, or maintaining a drug-free and violence-free school environment. If, however,

satisfactory progress toward a goal is not achieved, there may arise public interest in the levels of spending

for each goal, and the level of Increases over time.
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E. The effects of a prolonged recession on school finance

According to the National Bureau of Economic Research, the nation slipped into recession in 14,
1990, with expectations that the dowrgum would be avexage or less severe than average, lasting between

12 and 18 months (NBER, 1991). As of February, 1992, the number of toemployed remained at 7.1%, and
the number of jobs declined by 91,000 in January, suggesting that a turnaround was not yet apparent (BLS,

1992). The prolonged recession has hal an adverse effect upon the ablity of states to collect revenue from
their state sales and income taxes, and upon local government revenues collected from ad valorem property

taxes. These losses of revenue have led to reductions kr the amounts ci state money used to compensate
property-poor school districts for ther lower ability to raise money from their ad valorem taxes. In addition,

the lower value of commercial and residertial property has led to the collection of lower revenues at the
local level. Thus school districts faced simtitaneous redtxtions ki revenue from their own local tax base,

and reductions kl state revenue. These revenue reductions have led school districts to adopt various
strategies for reducing school district expendittges. Some school districts have expanded the use of sttkient

user fees for extracurricular activities, whlle others have reduced teaching and support staff.

The dramatic economic downturn In1990, wfth Its concomitant losses of revenue for schocd districts

and calls for increased local and state taxes, helped focus renewed public attention on school finance. In
many school districts, reduced local and state revenues are causing reductions in staff and services,
exacerbating inequalities between poor and wealthy scimol districts. School district responses to financial

adversity are especially important because they demonstrate the choices made by school boards and
administrators regarding essential educational services that must be maintained, rather than discretionary

educational activities.

II. What Don t We Know About School Finance?

The dramatic developments in American society described above certainly make obsolete the kinds

of school finance knowledge acquired by academics and policy analysts prior to the nineties.

[Prior to the 1990'sj school finance researchers In the U.S. have spent very
large fractions of their time and energy studying distributions of funds
among locei school districts within States, with heavy emphasis on the
equity of those distributions. In comparison, other Important aspects of
resource and fund distribution have received little attention (Barro, 1988,

13. 3).

The New Jersey school finance court case turned on presenting a stark picture of inequity to the
court, alleging that the student outcome, programmatic, and facilites' deficiencies described were the
product of insufficient state funding and locally overburdened fiscal capacity. Kozors book is the logical
extension of the successes of the Texas, Kentucky, and New Jersey court cases, maintaining that such
inequity should be broadly viewed as part of a national pattern of educational deficiencies for a racial

minority. Congressional calls for nationwide studies containing the information in the court cases are
Justifiable, considering the nature and severity of the allegations. A rational next step is to understand if a

national recession has worsened the conditions described, and If America's Education Goals are
unobtainable in some school districts as a result of insufficient funding.

Unfortunately, the court cases desctibed above, based on school district data from state
administrative systems supplemented by special studies, have created the krpression that the types of
information requested in H.R. 3320 are readily available in a national data base for assessing fiscal
adequacy. The comparison of those elements that are routinely available versus those that are not appear

in Table 4. Despite an fadensive expansion in 1989 and 1990 of fiscal data collection at both the state and
school district level by the National Center for Education Statistics (NCES), no such national data base
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exists, nor can one be derived from extant state administrative data bases and collection procedures.

Table 4

Avanabllity of Financial Data Rawsested by KR. 3320
(by school cilafric0

Available:
(A) sources of revenues, identified by level of Government
and time in the case of taxes;
(0) pupil enrc*nent
(E) demograptilc infomiation on student population (in
1993);
(F) type and maponadblitlea al each LEA, Induceng a
description of grade levels served;

Unavailable:
(B) tax assessment rates, pokies, and pomades;
(C) types of educational earvices offered;
(D) average daily attendance, and average daily
membership;
(El) age and oonciltion of facilities, Inclucilng the percent of
budget expended for maintenance and operation;
(H) ability of the LEA to raise additional revenues; and
(1) COSti of providing eiementsay and secondary education
senices.

Perhaps most important of the fiscal data requested by the Neighborhood Schools improvement

Act (H.R. 3320) but not available in a national data base is the ability of the LEA to raise additional revenues.

This refers to school district fiscal ce.pacity. In most states, school district fiscal capacity Is reflected In the

state's school aid act by per pups property wealth. The property wealth per child often is a blend of
residential, commercial and industrial wealth, with farms and utilities being particularly difficutt assessments
within commercial properties. States differ in regard to using assessed wealth (often 25% to 50% of full

value) versus using equalized wealth. One study suggested only 29 states use equalized value (Schwartz

& Moskowitz, 1988). In addition, the value of the school district is dependent upon how recently the

property was assessed, and the number of exemptions (See Germs, Guthrie, Pierce, 1978). These problems

extend not only to per pupil property wealth, but also to tax assessment rates, policies, and practices, which

were data also specified in H.R. 3320, but not available in a national data base.

The noncomparability .1 the per pupil property wealth of school districts, both within states and

between states has caused school finance researchers to turn to other, more comparable surrogate
measures, such as school district per capita income. Recently, some economists have created a wealth

measure similar to the representational tax system (RTS) that the Advisory Commission on intergovernmental

Relations (ACIR) uses to assess state wealth (Green, 1990). Considerable theoretical work in this area ls

still required, however.

Beyond the fiscal data requirements for school finance equity court challenges, what is the extent

of our lack of knowledge in school finance? A summary appears in table 5. The nation's school finance
data base is so rudimentary that the U.S. is the only country In the world that cannot report public education

expenditures by level, that is, for elementary education separately from secondary education. In addition,
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most pclicy analysts wish to know what is spent for educational reograms, such as special education.

Few state administrative programs can report expenditures by subject matter, that is, for the regular

educational program, for special education (of the menta4 and physically handicapped), for compensatory

education (of children with below-grade achievement), for subjects klertified in America's Education Goals

(English, history, geography, science, mathematics). Fix example, Imagine the school system's
expenditures for teaching special education. The minimum fiscgd data required to reptxt expenditures for

the special education program Include the special education teacher's salary and fringe benefits, and the

special education supplies and equipment purchased. Aside from those teachers exclusively devoted to

teaching oily special educatimi, the department chairperson often teaches several classes, and the portion

of his salary and benefits devoted to special education instruction must be prorated, the rest being attributed

Table 5

What Don't W. Know About School Finance?

The U.S. hi one of the hav countries in the world that cannot report expenditures by, level

(elementary, secondary).

Few states or school districts can report expenditures for programs, including those that

require restricted USS. Possible categories of reporting might be regular educational program:
special education; compensatory, preschool; science; math; vocational.

Expenditures for education reforms cannot be differentiated from other expenditures.

No standard financial measures exist to use in studies of student achievement efficiency, or

productivity. Each study uses unique and non-comparable financial surrogate measures,
and some OEM studies, (NELS, MSS) do not have any school or school district financial

measures.

No measure exists tor assessing school district fiscal capacity (wealth).

Differentiation cannot be made between day care and Instructional preschool expenditures.

Although total employee benefit expehditures by state and school district can be reported, the

mix of employee benefits offered by employers cannot No one knows which states or
school districts provide group insurance, or social security contributions, or retirement

contributions, or tuition reimbursement, or unemployment compensation, Of workmen tr

oompensation, Of ionised sick leave payments,

At the state level, state education agency expenditures for maintaining elemeraary and

secondary education are unknown.

The condition of employee retirement systems.

to school administration. More complex fiscal program reporting systems determine the number of children

In the special education program, and their cost in operation and maintenance and school transportation.

Surprisingly, some school systems maintain such detailed programmatic expenditure Information for their

own purposes, such as reporting to the school board, or to the public.

The education program often cited to achieve the first of America's Education Goals, all children will
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start school ready to learn, is Head Start. The Head Start program provides preschool education for

students, partictiarly those in poverty. Like subled matter expenditures, most state administrative record

systems containing school district expendkures do nct contaki the data§ to provide expenditures for

preschool education programs, Including Head Start. One problem is that expendkures for day care, which

involves no education component, are nd separable from preschool education. Head Start poses a special

problem, however. Most often (about two-thkds of the time) the Head Start educational program is not

administered by the school dist**, but rather by a non-pofiteducational agency that receives federal funds,

from the Department of Health and Koran Services. The President has proposed a dramatic expansion

in the Head Start rxogram in fiscal year 1992. Lfftle of these mcneys, however, will appear as preschool
education expenditures under tiwr current fiscal data reporting systems.

Not only are expenditures for programs unknown. Educational reforms implemented by some

states, such as minimum teacher salaries and teacher merit pay plans cannot be differentiated from other
expenditures, either at the state level or at the school district level

Surprisingly, although total employee benefit expenditures by state and school district can be
reported, the mix of employee benefits offered by employers cannot The Employment Cost index (ECI)

from the Bureau of Labor Statistics is only able to report a combined index for salaries and fringe benefits

at the national level for local governmerrt education workers, but nct at the state level. No one knows which

states or school districts provide group Insurance, or social security contributions, or retirement
contributions, or tuition reimbursement or unused sick leave paymerts for local school district employees,
and whether or not such benefits extend to ail school district employees.

This list, is not exhaustive, but serves to demonstrate that much of the raw fiscal data for
sophisticated statistical analyses about school districts simply does not exist at a national level, nor, unless
supplemented by additional special studies, in most state administrative financial record systems.

III What Do We Now Know that We Didnt Before In School Finance?

The foregoing discussion has only briefly mentioned the extensive redesign of the elementary and

secondary finance data collection by the 4ational Center for Education Statistics, and the funding of an

°Education Finance and Productivity Center by the Office ci Research. None of me above should be
construed as lessening the reform efforts of the Department of Education's principal components,
nevertheless, the data problems enumerated above have become more apparent and more troublesome as

the quality and comparability of the current data collection improves. in order to understand how rapidly
progress can be achieved in obtaining MIN financial data, it is useful to briefly mention NCES
accomplishments since 1987.

The new NCES redesign of the State-level school finance data collection yields more detall regarding

state expenditures for elementary and secondary education. Specifically, NCES can now report State-level

expenditures for instruction, student suppon semices, administration, operation and maintenance, and
student transportation, with dotal on salaries, benefits, purchased services, supplies and equipment.
Additional detall permits a knowledge of the expenditures for school renovation and construction.

NCES has jointly conducted a school district finarvial survey (F-33) with the U.S. Bureau of the

Census (Governments Division) for all regular school districts in the country for the school year 1989-1990.

INCES had not conducted a school district financial collection since the early 1980's]. These financial data

should be released by Census in early 1992. These data permit the assessment of revenue and expenditure

equity for types of school districts within states, as well as inter-state revenue and expenditure equity.

In 1992, NCES, together with the U.S. Bureau of the Census (Governments DWision) will conduct

another school district universe collection. This 1992 collection will proceed with a greatly expanded
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financial survey form, collecting more sdmol district financial detail than ever before. Nevertheless, the

survey form will not contain data Items that can respond to the Information requested in Table 5.

in 1993. the NCES School District Mapping Project MI be completed, which will permit 1990

decennial popdation data to be added to the 1990 school district financial collection for ail school districts

in the nation. These data will permit Identification of numbers of chedrem ki poverty and atri-rlsk° children

in each school district

NCES state financial data have always been obtakled from audited state administrative records,
causing approximately a year's delay. NCES has kistituted an *early estimates* system that reports current

year state education reventhas and expendittroa, and estimates the next two years.

All but nine states are currently reporting financial statistics in a uniform manner, either having
adopted the NCES accounding handbook, or using an NCES procedure termed a °crosswalk'. NCES

published in 1990 a rum chart of accounts, to assist standardizing state reporting. BnenclejAczwatingior
Local and State School Systems. 1990 has been widely distributed to state data respondents, and to school

districts throughout the nation. NCES has developed a *technical assistance Oen' for the original nine

aunorosswalkabler states, who were nc4 using the NCES 1990 accounting handbook, or crosswalk
mechanism. The original nine *uncrosswalkable" states were: Alaska; Arizona; Connecticut; Delaware; D.C.;

New Jersey; New Mexico; Tennessee; Vermont By 1992, only Delaware and New Mexico have not adoPted

the NCES accounting standard, or are 6crosswalked-.

IV. Why Are We Uninformed About School Finance?

The foregoing makes clear that a prodigious attempt has been made by NCES to expand the school
finance data collection and to assure the accuracy and comparability of the data collected from state
administrative record systems. The myriad questions that remain unanswered in the face of the largest and

most comprehensive school finance data collection undertaken at the national level is troubling. Two

aspects of the current data collection effort explain the inability to address the things we don't know about

school finance. First and foremost the currerit system of accounting is a major impediment to
understanding school spending. Until a new system of collecting and reporting education
expenditures is devised, policy analysts will not have access to the type of relevant Information they

desire.
Table 6

The Current System of flasacial hOOPOntlemi foe Schaal DiStriCts

Objects:

pollutions

stt
loitrtI
Support

WIJ:tratian

:11MIstratiem

$II

:111::"

Zd rallgcerI

1211;111:1

Salaries
1111grasd

Swifts Equipment Other
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To understand how the current system of accounting is an hindrance to understanding school

spending, a brief description is necessary. The NCES financild accounting handbook, ffaandatAccounling

for Local and State School Systems. 1990, which is the fifth to evolve from the 1957 version, breaks

expenditures into subfunctions and objects. Subfunctions are (see Table 6) categories such es Instruction.

student support services (attendance and health, guidance, psychological, speech and audiology),

instructional staff support services (supervisors of Insists:don, library services), etc. Objects are expenditure

detal within subfunctions, such as salaries, fringe benefits, purchased services, supplies, equipment, and

other. Table 6 gums how these subfunctiors and objects are typically combined. Salaries for instruction

are known, but not a particular instructional activity, such as teaching history. With the exceptions of

Delaware and Arizona, all states use this financial reporting system and Maki these recolxis for everyschool

district in their state.

In ordel to report expenditures for elementary education, one would have to be able to kientify those

school districts which teach only elementary students (prekirldergarten to grade 5, or 6), and decide how

to treat those school districts which were unified (k-12), or serve intermediate grade students (grades 6-8).

To report expenditures for history Instruction, the salaries, fringe benefits and supplies of full-time history

teachers in each school district would have to be totaled. History teachers that also teach another subject

would have to have their salaries and other costs prorated according to the time they devoted to history.

The history department chairperson would also have to be treated in this way. Those that utilize this

approach, often called program cost accounting , would typically also aggregate operations and
maintenance and student transportation costs, and divide them by the number of children being taught
history. Program cost accounting was popular two decades ago, but was slowly abandoned because of

the enormity of the data base required to determine program costs.

A second obstacle to answering questions of interest in school finance is that current dale
collection methodologies rely upon the data already housed In state or local administrative record

systems . Current federal data collections, based upon state administrative records, often experience a

delay in order to allow for independent audits of school district financial records, tvicatly up to a year after

the school year. Even assuming that no delay occurred, the financial detail collected by states simply Is

aggregated at a level that removes financial detail that is of policy interest. Most school districts report their

financial condition either on state-prescribed reporting forms, or use a reporting standard from the
Government Finance Officers Association (GFOA), termed a comprehensive annual financial report (CAFR).

The CAFR uses fund types and presents balance sheets, much in the styfe of a corporate annual financial

report which has the virtue of obscuring, rather than elucidating the financial operation of the school district

(GFOA, 1988).

V. What Should We Do?

It is apparent from the foregoing discussion that a new approach is necessary to obtain policy
analytic school finance data at the level of detail reqt Sired to be informative. First, the national data collection

will have to gather data from something cther than state-level financial administrative record systems,

because of their high level of aggregation and the time delay in creating them. Seccod, a new method of

collecting and reporting education expenditures is needed. The characteristics cl such a new system

are shown in Table 7. Not only wculd the new collection be freed of the present accounting structure, it

would take place at the school district level, where ail the financial data resides. The frequency of collection

and the level of detail obtained would depend upon the nature of the policy questions that are being asked.
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Table 7

Charade/lona* of a now school *tame agleam strategy

The method should not be Sad to existing =counting
mechanisms, rather It should be associated with ths policy
questions that it seeks to answer.

The approach should be independent from existing
administrative record systems, and should seek kr be MOM
=TOM than present reporting, even If it constitutes an
approoknation, rather thwi audited expendtures.

The new method collodion should Wm place al the echool
district level, where the financial inforniation resides.

The frequency of the collection should depend upon
whether a tkne-series enhances the policy-analytic nature
of the fiscal data.

The method can envioy representative sampling.

The new method is superior in timeliness, in the level of detail, and in the ability to provide program
and other Information of a 1. Jlicy analytic nature. Let us examine how this might be accomplished.

No national education finance survey from the federal government now surveys school business
officials. However, these are the professionals who have the accounting acumen and the financial data to
respond intelligently to a financial survey with the kinds of questions raised above. At most, 15,000
respondents are involved, which compares favorably to NCES School and Staffing Surveys (SASS) of 9,317

public school principals and 56,242 public school teachers, which are samples, rather than universes
(Hammer and Gerald, 1990). Many school districts have computerized financial reporting systems, some
of which contain flexible reporting, including program reporting. Some, as ir California, are able to transmit
financial information electronically, or via mailed floppy disk The Center Is encouraging the transmission
of financial data electronically, so that in five years, all states will report via these means, unless they decline

to do so.

Even in California, which is on the cutting edge of electronic financial reporting systems, small
school districts (under 400 pupils) do not use computerized financial accounting systems, and may not even

be in accord with Generally Accepted Accounting Principles (GAAP). An alternative possibility is to have
school finance enumerators visit school business officials, particularly in small school districts, where
reporting systems may not be electronically manipulable.

Table 8 compares the results of this new collection methodology with current school finance
Information. The power of the new collection strategy enumerated in Table 7 becomes apparent in table
8.

Virtually all of missing information in 'What Don't We Know About School Finance?* (Table 5) may

be fashioned at the school district level, either through the use of their own financial information system, or
through a trained enumerator, who might walk school district personnel through the desired steps to create
the information. Certainly, as a first step, NCES might simply Inventory the financial reporting systems and
their ability to report in all regular school oistricts in the nation. Similar work has already been conducted
at the state level, and has resulted In improved reporting systems and greater uniformity in reporting financial
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statistics. Included in this inventory must be the abllity of the schr.ol district to use electronic reporting, so

that the burden of data collection remains tolerable.

Vi. Polley implications of the New School District Financial Data.

The first half of this paper discussed five trends which are renewing kterest In school finance:

succesafti court decisions in several states overtungng existing state public school finance formulas, and

implementhg extremely unpopitar legislative editions; a popular book alleging more severe education

segregation than in 1954; congressionit proposals for school finance studies; national education goals

adopted by the President and state governors; the financial exigerdes of a prolonged recession. These

trends wit lead to more demands for knowiege and a probable increase in state litigation regarding school

finance equity. School finance researchers and education policy-makers need to know much more about

school district finance than simple per-pupil expenditure equity. Rather, there is a need to know program

Table 8

Cospwison of Cermet Codscdon loot Proposed Collecdoe

s0.12e.ftstM

1. School district financial data only
from present accounting and administrative
records,

2. Not avaitable.

3. Not available,

4. Not available.

5. Not avaliable.

a. Not available

7. Not avai Sable

S. Not available

O. Not availabie

10. Not available

121smatrelgsage

1. School district financial data of interest, aeated at
schoofdistrict levet (.g. elementary level expenditures,

2. School district program expenditures for national goals
(English. math, solemn, history geography. and achoof

reecurity).

3. School district preschool expenditures (differentiated
from child care) and Head Start expenditures.

4. School district expenditures for compensatory education
(Chapter I) end handicappd education (federal and local),

5. School district expenditures for education reform le.g.
minimum teacher salary).

S. Average sehool distnct principal, teacher, guidance
counselor salary.

7. School district espenditures by type of employee benefit:
woup insurancj, social security, rebrament, heatth benefits,

tuition reimbursement, unemployment. workmen's
compensation, other (unused sick leave payments).

B. Equalised property wealth and educational tax rats and
fiscal cepactly measures-

IL Age and condition of facilitimi, ea wall as repair and
renovation expenditures.

10. Standard financial measures for use in studies of student
achievement, efficiency, or productivity.
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expenditures for the national goals, for preschool education, for students with special needs (either

intellectual el physical), and for educational reform (such as merit pay for teachers), and standardized

financial measures for use in studies of student achievement, eilkiency, or productivity.

Even the most recent school finance ltigation suggests that extant financial reporting systems are

Insufficient for the needs of the courts in assesskv expenditure equity gale. The cotits in Texas, New

Jersey, and Kentucky wanted far more detai than was normally available from state administrative record

systems. However, the existing school finance accourting systems cannot provide the requested

infmmation.

The greatest interest of school finance researchers shoLlid be the consequences of differences in

expenditures for the student, rather than the measurement of expenditure equity. Do inequities in program

expenditures lead to inequitable student outcomes, or are most program characteristics independent of

expenditure equity? To what extent are the variations in expenditure per pupil simply a reflection of cost-of-

living differences between school districts? To what extent arethe intolerable conditions described by Kozol

the result, not of Insufficient funds, but of mismanagement? Obtaining answers to these questions requires

school finance researchers to move far beyond the current accounting and financial reporting systems

currently in use.

School finance researchers should be closely examining many of the unintended consequences of
overturning the current system of Mancing schools In a gate, including the loss of public support for new
state funding formulas. Such questions as why a modification ki the state school finance formula produces
public enmity requires information that goes beyond school district financial data, which was the focus of

this paper. But certainly those who undertake to challenge state funding formulas must come to understand

public opposition, end how school district residents come to perceive the effects of formula changes. Were

the Texas, New Jersey, and Kentucky legislatures too literal in interpreting the courts decision? Why were
the remedies perceived by the public as so much worse than the status quo? These are policy questions
that demand answers, and suggest that we are only nibbling at the edges of future data needs in this area

of inquiry.
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